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Body treatment
Buff and polish
Deep cleansing back treatment 40 mins
Deep cleansing and exfoliation for that hard to reach area. Leaves skin glowing. £ 35.00
Glycolic Acid body treatment
Intensive cellular renewal treatment for excessive dry skin, pigmentation, scarring and ingrown hairs. Skin is left feeling smooth and nourished.
Full body treatment 55 mins £55.00
Local area from £18.00
Full body exfoliation. P 25 mins
Dry skin brushing, exfoliation and nourishing cream application. £ 27.00
Spa find heavenly scrub 25 mins
Mineral salts remove dead skin and boost circulation whilst essential oils deeply nourish the skin. £25.00
Dry body brushing followed by a warm application of essential oils and mineral rich body clay. Relaxing scalp massage performed whilst you are
cocooned in a wrap. De-toxifying and hydrating. Leaves your body feeling like velvet.
Caudalie crushed Cabernet scrub massage
A detoxifying full body scrub followed with a full body massage, using either firming or contouring. concentrates, to perfect your body concerns
£65.00

Slimming and toning
Shrinking violet body wrap
Shrinking Violet body wrap is the only body wrap on the market that breaks down fatty deposits in the cells, and we have it here at Chi beauty salon.
In just 90 minutes you can be on your way to losing inches of stubborn fat that will then be eliminated from your body. You will be body brushed,
shrinking violet solution applied to your body and wrapped in a non toxic film. after an hour you are unwrapped, minus inches!
This treatment is taking the beauty world by storm and has been tried and tested by many popular celebrities. This is a whole body treatment.
£65 Try it, you will be amazed.
Course of 3 £195.00
Universal contour wrap
Inch loss body wrap treatment that
guarantees you’ll lose at least six inches in one treatment. Removes
toxins from the body, tightens and firms skin and improves the appearance of cellulite. Scientifically proven. (As seen on Supersize vs Superskinny)
£ 69.00
Course of 3 £ 195.00
Detox cellulite treatment 55 mins
Dry body brushing followed by stimulating and draining massage techniques on problem areas. Includes detox foot reflex massage to aid elimination.
A course of 10 treatments are required for lasting improvement to cellulite.
Cost £ 59.00 (course £540.00 including home care)

Caci body microcurrent
Caci quantum body sculpting/ toning
Electronic micro technology pads which stimulates and re-educate muscles
to firm, tone and sculpt. Target specific areas or pad your whole body.
Equivalent to appx 300 exercises per session.
Cost per session 25 mins £25.00
Course of 6 £ 140.00
Course of 12 £ 270.00

Other body treatments
Swedish full body massage P 55 mins £47.00
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Swedish massage P 40 mins £35.00
Back, neck and shoulder massage P 25 mins £25.00
Express scalp and shoulder massage P 25 mins £25.00
Add pre-blended aromatic oils for extra pampering. £2.00 - £3.00
* P = suitable treatment during pregnancy.
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